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FAIRNESS OF SELECTION TESTS: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS

ABSTRACT

The first section of this paper defines three incompati-
ble ethical positions in regard to the fair and unbiased use
of psychological tests for selection in minority and majority
groups. Also in this section, five statistical definitions of
"test fairness" are reviewed and examined critically for tech-
nical, logical, and social weaknesses. In the second section
of the paper, the various statistical definitions are shown to
correlate with specific ethical positions, and the technical,
logical, and social problems of each statistical model-ethical
position combination are delineated. It is concluded that it
is difficult, if not impossible, to predict at the present time
which model w II ultimately prove most acceptable to the Ameri-
can people.



PREFACE

Those of us concerned with-personnel selection and place
ment cannot but be aware of the everncreasing involvement of
the law and the courts in our professional. work. This procesS
has- gone so far...that questions and issues:that only yesterday
-were regarded-.by -most In the-profession as highly .specialized

. and esoteric-have become focal points in important, precedent-
setting-litigation. -The problem-of defining test fairness given

.

equal- test.validity .coefficients in the relevant awlicant_sub-
groups-is one-such issue... One-court decision focusing specifi7
..cally on this issue-is now on record, and others are certain to
follow. The purpose of this publication is:te.-Provide-Osycholo-.
gists, lawyers, and administrators_with a thorough.yet:readable
-exploration of the _issues and problem-in thii Critical area.
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STATISTICAL AND ETHICAL INTLICATIONS OF
FIVE DEFINITIONS OF "TEST FAIRNESS"

John E. Hunter
Michigan State University

Frank L. Schmidt
Personnel Research and Development Center

U.S. Civil Service Commission

-

In the last several years there has been a series of papers
devoted to the question of the fairness of employment and educa-
tional tests to minority groups, (Clear), 1968; Thorndike, 1971;
Darlington, 1971). Although each of these papers came to an ethi-
cal conclusion, the basis for that ethical judgment was left un-
clear. If there were only one ethically defensible position re-
garding test fairness, then this would pose no problem. But such
is not the case. The papers which we shall review have a second
common feature. Each writer attempts to establish a definition
of test fairness on purely statistical grounds, i.e., on a basis
that is independent of the content of test and criterion and which
makes no explicit assumption about the causal explanation of the
statistical relations found. We will argue that this merely makes
the substantive considerations implicit rather than explicit.

In this paper we first descrl.be three distinct ethical posi-
tions.--T-We will.next examine five statietical definitions:of test.-
faiknees in -detail and show-haw-each is based an one af.:.these_ethi----
cal positions. --Finally, we-shall. examine the. teChnicalsocial, .

:and-legal-advantages and dieadvantages of the verious ethical pa
sitioneand statistical definitions.-

Three Ethical PosItions

Unqualified Individualism

The first ethical positiOn we shall examine unqualified in-
dividualism, defines a fair selection, promotion, or admission_
policy as one which uses the beat statistical information availo).

- and all of that information - to predict each candidate's
future performance and then selects or admits those with the high-
est predicted performance.



From this point of view, there are two ways in which an in-

stitution could act unethically. First itanight knowingly fail

to use an available more valid predictor, e.g., it might select

on the basis of a candidate's appearance rather than his scores

on a valid ability test. Secondly, it might deliberately omit

a valid predictor that is known to be available, e.g., it might

exclude.(for trivial reasons) a valid predictor from the regres-

sion equation. If race, sex, or ethnic group membership is, in

fact, a valid predictor of performance in a given situation, over

and above the effects of other measured variables, the unquali-

fied individualist is ethically bound to use such a predictor.

ualfied_dividuaUsin and the Merit P

This ethical position differs from unqualified individualism

in that it specifically forbids the use of illegal or unconstitu-

tional predictors, no matter how valid. If, in a given situation,

race is in fact a valid predictor of performance, i.e., the dif-

ference between the races on the criterion is greater than would

be predicted from the best measures of individual qualifications

available, then use of race to predict future job performance is

forbidden. Race constitutes an illegal predictor, and its use

would be discriminatory. To the unqualified individualist, on the

other hand, failure to use race as a predictor would be unethical

and discriminatory, since it would result in a less accurate pre-

diction of the future performance of applicants and would "pena-

lize" cz underpredict performance of individuals from one of the

applicant groups. Unlike the unqualified individualist, the quali-

fied individualist relies solely on measures of ability and moti-

vation to perform the job, e.g., scores on valid aptitude and

achievement tests, assessments of past work experiences, etc.

The quota Ethic

Nest corporations and educational inaticutions-are creatures

of the state or city in which they function. Thus, it has been

argued that they are ethically hound to act in a way which ia "po-

litically appropriate" to their location.- In partiaular, in a

city whose population is 45 percent black and 55 percent white,

any selection procedure which admits any other ratio of blacks

and whites is "politically biased" against ono group or the other.

That is, it is assumed that any politically well defined group

has the right to ask and receive its "fair share" of any desirable

product or position which is under state control. These fair share



quotas may be based on population percentages or on other fac-
tors irrelevant to predicted future performance of selectees
(Thorndike; 1971; Darlington, 1971).

-F_ve.Attempts To Define Test-Fairness Statistically

In this section we will briefly review five attempts to ar-
rive at a statistical criterion for a fair or unbiased test. For
ease of presentation, the discussion will be in terms of compar-
Jim blacks and whites. However, the reader should bear in mind
that other demographic classifications, such as social class or
sex,.could be substituted with no loss of generality.

The Cleary Definition

Cleary (1968) defined a test to be "unbiased" only if the re-
ression lines for blacks and whites are identical. The reagon

for this is brought out in Figure 1, which shows a hypothetical
case in which the regression line for blacks lies above the line
for whites and is parallel to it. Consider a white and a black
subject who each have a score ot A on the test. If the white re-
gression line were used to predict both criterion scores, then the
black applicant would be underpredicted by an amount 2r., the dif-
ference between his expected score making use of the fact he is
black and the expected score assigned by the white regression line.
Actually in this situation, in order for a white subject to have
the same expected performance as a black whose s ore is A, the
white subject must have a score Of B.

ifthe white_regression line underpredicts
performance,-.then a white and-black are, only truly equal initheit -
expected performance if the white's test-scoreis higher:than,the
black's by .an amount related to the amount of underprediction.
Similarly, if the white regression line always overpredicts black
performance, then a black subject hes equal eXpected oerformance_,
onlyif his:test score is higher than the corresponding_white sub-
ject's score by an amount related to the aftOunt of overprediction.
if the regression -.lines for blacks and whitea are noteqUal,,rthen
each person-will receive a statistically valid predictedcriterion
score only if separate regression lines are used for-the two races.
If the two regression lines have exactly the same slope,:stat s-
tiCally unbiased prediction could be accomplished by predicting
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performance from two separate regression equations or from a mul-
tiple regression equation with test score and race as the predic-
tors. If the slopes are not equal, then either separate equations
must be used or the multiple regression equation must be expanded
by the usual product term for moderator variables. We can there-
fore view Cleary's definition of an unbiased test as an attempt
to rule out disputes between qualified and unqualified individual-
ism. If the predictors available to an institution are "unbiased"
in Cleary's sense, then the question of whether or not to use race
as a predictor does not arise. But if the predictors are "biased,"
the recommended use of separate regression lines is clearly equiva-
lent to using race as a predictor of performance. Thus while Cleary
(1968) may show a preference for tests that meet the requirements
of both unqualified and qualified individualism, her position is,
in the final analysis, one of unqualified individualism.

A Cleary-defined "unbiased" test is ethically acceptable un-
der the population-based quota ethit- only under very special cir-
cumstances. In addition to identical regression lines, blacks and
whites must have equal means and equal standard deviations on the
test, and this in turn implies equal means and standard deviations
on the performance measure. Furthermore, the proportion of black
and white applicants must be the same as their proportion in the
relevant population. These are conditions that rarely obtain.

Linn and Werts (1971) have poinred out an additional problem
for Cleary's definition; -The problem of defining fairness when
using less than perfectly.reliable tests. Suppose that a-perfectly
reliable:measure of ability were in fact an unbiased predictor in
Cleary's sense. But since perfect reliability is unattainable in:-
practice, the test-actually used will contain a certain amount .of.-
error -variande.-- Will:the imperfect test be."unbiased" in terms of-
the regression equations for blacks and whitee If black-applicants

:have a lower mean score than white applicants, then the regression
lines for the imperfect test.will-not be equal-. _This situation is'

:illustrated in Figure 2. --In this -figure we -see that if an-unreliable'..
test is used, then thattest. produces.the double regression line of
a._"biased" test..in which- the.white regressicin line oVer-predicts...
black Performance. That is, by CleaWe_definition,_the unreliable
test is "biasee against whites in favor of--.blacks. 12

One may beiinclined to question whether failure to attain per-
fect reliability - impossible under any.circumstances - should be
adequate grounds for labeling a test as biased. Bat suppose we
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consider this question from a different viewpoint. Suppose there_
ere only one -ethniC group, whites, for example. Assume that-Bill

haaTa-trUE-abiIiti-edbre-cif 115 and Jack's true score is 110. If
t-:a ability is'a valid predictorof perfOrMance in this'aituation,
tftea,Bill has the.higher expected4)erformance, and if a perfectly
reliable fest is used, Bill.will invariablY be admitted,ahead of
-Jack. , But suppose that the-reliability is,only .50. Then the two
obtained,scores will each vary randomly frbm their true values and
-there is some probability that =BIll !a will be randomly low while
'Jack's is randpnay high, i.e., some probability that Jack will be

. -

admitted ahead of-Bill. If,the standard deviation of-the.observed
ability acoreeris 15, then the difference between their observed
scores has-a mein of_5 and a.standard deviatiOn of 21. iThe probe-.
bilityof a negative difference is then .41. Thus the-probabil-
ity that Bill will be admitted ahead of Jack drops from 1.00 to
.59. The unreliable test is in fact sharply "biased" against bet-
ter qualified applicants. It is obvious, howeVer, that this,bias
is not directly racial or cultural in nature. When there are both
blacks and whites in the applicant pool; it takes on the appear-
ance of a raCial bias because the proportion of better qualified
applicants is higher in the white group. _Thus the bias created by
randoM error works against-more applicants in the majority group,
and on balance thetest is "biased" against that group as a whole.
But at the individual-level, such a test is no more biased against
a well qualified white than a well qualified black. The_Oeation,
then, is whether Cleary's (1968) definition is defectiVe in some
sense in labeling this situation as "biased." If so, it may per-
haps be desirable to modify the definition to apply only to "bias"
beyond that expected on the basil.' of test reliability-alone.3

Let us consider the comparison of whites and blacks on the un-
reliable test in detail. -We first remark that it is a fact that
on"the average, the whites with a_given score haVe a higher mean
performance than the blacks who have that same score. Thus the use
of a single regression line will, in fact, mean that the whites
near the cutoff'will-be denied admission in favor-Of black's Who 'will,
on-the- average-,:--not perform as-:.well. --Cleary' s- (1968)7-definition--
would clearly label such a situation "biased." Furthennore, in this
situation the partial correlation between race and perforthance with
_observed test score held constant_is not zero. Thus race-makes a
contribution to the multiple regression because, with an unreliable
test, race is in fact a valid_predictor of performance after test
core is partialed out. From the viewpoint of unqualified individ-

lualiam, the failure to-use raceas a second predictor is unethical.
---- -If-the-test-is used -with- only -one-regression-line-,--then-the-predictors

1



are in fact "biased" against whites as a group. If two regres-

sion lines are used, then each person is being considered solely

on the basis of expected performance.

For this reason, we feel that this criticism of Cleary's defi-

nition is essentially unwarranted. To use an unreliable predic-

tor is to blur valid differences between applicants and an unre-

liable test is thus, to the extent of the unreliability, biased

against applicants or groups of applicants who have high true scores

on the predictor. Thus from the point of view of an unqualified
individualist, an unreliable test is indeed "biased." On the other

hand, a qualified individualist would object to thia conclusion.

Use of separate regression lines is statistically optimal because

the_unreliable test does not account for all the real differences

on the true scores. But the qualified individualist is ethically
prohibited frau using race as a predictor and therefore can employ

only a single regression equation. He can, however, console him-

self with the fact that the "bias" in the test is not specifically

racial in nature. And he can, of course, attempt to raise the re-

1-1.ability of the test.

The Thorndike Definition

Thorndike (1971) has defined a test as fair if, and only if,

subgroup mean differences in standard score form are equal on the

test and the criterion.- Thorndike noticed that while using two re-

gression lines is often the only ethical procedure from the point

of view of unqualified individualism, it need not be required by a

specific kind of quota ethic. In particular, if the black regres-

sion line is lower, then normally blacks would show a lower mean

on both predictor and criterion. Suppose that blacks are one stand

ard deviation lmger on both and that validity is .50 for_both groups.

If we knew the actual criterion scores and set.the,cut-off-at the

white mean on the criterion, then fifty percent of the whites and

sixteen percent of the blacks would be selected. However, if-the

predictor-score-is used with-two-regreasion-linesi-then-fifty-per-

cent7of-the-whites-but-onlY-two-percent-of-the-blacks-will_he_ad-
mitted.4 Thorndike then argues that-this is "unfair" to-blacks "as

a_group." He then recommends that we throw out individualism as

a-ethical imperative and replace it with a specific kind of quota.

The quota that he defines as the "fair share"-for each group is the

-percentage of that group that would have been selected had the cri-

terion itself been used or had the test had perfect validity. In

the above situation, for example, Thorndike's definition would con-

-Bider-the-selection procedure fair-only_if_16 percent_of the black

applicants were selected.



Once Thorndike's definition is shown to be a form of quota
setting (c.f. also Schmidt and Hunter, 1974),,then the obvious
question is "Why his quotas?" After all, the statement "sixteen
percent of the blacks can perform at the required level" would
not apply to the blacks actually selected and is in that sense ir-
relevant. In any event, it seems highly unlikely that this method
of setting quotas would find support among those adherents of the
quota ethic who focus on population proportions au the proper
basis of quota determination. Thorndikean quotas will generally
be smaller than population-based quotas. On the other hand, Thorn-
dike-determined quotas may have considerable appeal to large num-
bers of Americans as a seemingly fair 'compromise between the re-
quirements of qualified individualism ind the merit principle, on
the one hand, and the social need to upgrade employment levels of
minority group members, on the other.

There is another question that must be raised of Thorndike
position: Is it ethically compatible with the use of imperfect
selection devices? Assume, for example, that one is using a test
score of 50 (X50, SD=10) as a cutoff and knows from past data
that fifty percent of those at or above this teat score will be
successful--.- Applicants with test scores of 49 can then correctly
state "if we were all admitted, then 49 percent of us would suc-
ceed. Therefore according to Thorndike, 49 percent of us should
be admitted. Yet we were all denied._ Thus, you have been unfair
to our group, those people with scores Of 49 on the test." Thus,
strictly speaking, Thorndike's ethical position precludes the use
of any predictor cut-off in selection--no matter how reasonably
determined. Instead, from each predictor category one must se-
lect-that-percentage which would fall above the criterion cutof
if the test were perfectly valid. For example, if one wanted to
select 50 percent of applicants and the validity were 40, then
he would have to take 77 percent of those who lie one standard
deviation above the mean, fifty percent_of those_within-one-SD-of-
the mean, and 23 percent of those who fall one standard deviation
below the-mean.--And-Thorndike's definition-could-be-interpreted,

_ of courseas_requiring_the use:of-even smaller-intervals-of-test
scores.

_There are at least two problems with this procedure. First,
one must attempt to explain to apOlicants with objectively higher
qualifications than some_selectees why they were not admitteda

_- rather difficult task andi from the point of view of individual-
mm, an unethical one. Second, the general level of performance

-will be=considerably.lower than if the uSUal cutoff had been=used.
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In the previous ample, the mean performance of the top fifty per-
icent on the-predictor would be .48 standard score units, while the

mean perforMance of those selected by the Thorndike ethic would be

.29. That:is, in this example using Thorndike's quotas has the ef-

fect of cutting the utility of the predictor by about 60 percent.

(These calculations are shown in the Appendix.)

One possible reply to the criticism that the Thorndike defi-

nition leads to a proliferation of subgroups would maintain that

it need not be interpreted as requiring application to all defin-

able groups. The definition is to be applied only to "legitimate

minority groups," and this would exclude groups defined solely by

obtained score on the predictor. If agreement could be reached

that, for example, blacks, Chicanos, and Indians are the only rec-

ognized minority groups, the definition might be workable. But

such an agreement is highly unlikely. On what grounds could we

fairly exclude Polish, Italian, and Greek Americans, for example?

Perhaps an even more telling criticism can be made. In a col-

lege or university, performance below a certain level means a bit-

ter tragedy for a student. In an employment situation, job fail-

ure can ,often_be equally damaging to self-esteem. In the,selection

situation:described above, the rate of subsequent failure-after-ad-

olcnion wauld be one-fourth if the top half were admitted, but one-

third if a Thorndikean admission rule were used. Furthermore most

of the increase in failures comes precisely from the poor-risk ad-

missidns. Their failure rate is two-thirds. Thus in the end, a

Thorndikean rule may be even more unfair to those at the bottom of

the,test score distribution than to those at the top.

Drlingtonts Definition No.3

-t-verkeir-th i ro.uctory comments and analyses in

Darlington's 0.971) article and then consider his Definition No.3

in some detail. Darlington's first step was a restatement of the

Cleary-(1968) and Thorndike (1970 criteria fat-a "culturally fair"_ _

_test in_ terms_of correlation rather than regression. Again-aoniid---

ering a comparison of blacks and Whiteirlet X-be the-predictor, Y----

the criterion, and C the indicator variable for "culture" (i.e., C=1

for whites, C.0 for blacks). Darlington-made the empirically plausi-

ble assumption that the groups have equal standard deviations on

both predictor and criterion and that the validity of the predictor

is the same (Schmidt, Berner, and Hunter, 1973) for both groups

(hence parallel regression lines). Darlington then correctly noted
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that Cleary 1968) criterion for a air" test can _e stated

FCY-X = °

That is, there is no criterion difference between the racesbe -
yond that produced by their difference on X (if any). If all
people are selected using a single regression:line, then Thorn-
dikean quotas are guaranteed by Darlington's-Definition No.2,

--That is,:::the Ocial--difference on the predicter must equal the
_

racial difference on thecriterionAn:standard:score units. How-
ever,- if"people are selected'usingmultiple regression ear sepa-
rate:regression lines therilthie equation.ia not correct. In-
stedd-there:are two'-falternate conditions:-

That: is, If separate regression lines:are used,: then the percent-
ages selected match Thorndike's quotas only.:_if,thatestlles per--
fect-validity or if there are no differenCea-,between the groupi
on_the criterion.5

Darlington then attacked the Cleary definition on two bases:
(1) the_reliability iscue raised by Linn and Werts (1971), which
was discussed above, and (2) the contention that race itself would
be a fair test by Cleary's definition. Actually if race were taken
as the "test," then there would be no within-group variance on that
predictor, and hence nc regression lines to compare. Thus Cleary's
definition cannot be applied to the case where race itself is used
as the predictor test.6 The nontrivial equivalent of this is a
test whose sole contribution to predicting Y is the race differ-
ences on the mean of X. But for such'a test, the regression-lines
Are perfectly horizontal-and-grossly discrepant.---That-isi-in a-
real situation, Cleary's definition would rule that a purely ra-
cial test is "biased."

Darlington's Definition No.3 and Cole's argument Darlington
(1971) proposed-a third definition of test fairness,: his Definition
No;3-..: This definition did not:Attract a great deal Of:attention:
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until'Cole_(19"7.3):offered a perDuasive argument in its faVe

--Me Will firat present Darlingtonla thirddefinition,:hia_justir,
,fication of it; and Our:Critique Of that justification. We-will

then con ider Cole'S argument.

if X is the test and Y id_the c iterion, and G, the variable
of "culture," is scored 0 for blacks, 1 for whites, then Darling-

ton's Definition No.3 can be written as-follows: The test is

fair if

rXC'Y 0'

His argument for this definition went as follows. The ability

to perform well on the criterion is a composite of many abili-

ties, as is the ability to do well on the test. If the partial

correlation between test and race with the criterion partialed

out is not zero, there is a larger difference between the races

.on the test than would be predicted by.their difference on the

criterion. Hence the test must be tapping abilities which are

relevant to the criterion but on which there are racial dif-

-Ices. Therefore, the test is discriminatory.

Note that Darlington's argument makes use of assumptions

about causal inference. Lf those assumptions about causality

are in fact false, then his interpretation of the meaning of

the partial correlation is no longer valid. Are his assumptions

-- so plausible that they need not be backed up with evidence? Ccm.-

sider the time-ordering of his argument. Re is partialing the

criterion from,the predictor. In the case of college admissions,

this means that he is calculating the correlation'between race

and entrance exam score with CPA four years later being held con-

stant. This is looking at the causal influence of the future on

the past and is only valid in the context of very special theo-

retical assumptions. The definition would in fact be inappro-

priate even in the context of a concurr_ent validation study, sin

concurrent validities are typically derived only as convenient
estimates-of predictive-validityThus even when there_is_no__

----time lag_between_predictor. and criterion measurement,_ona_i!_op7
erating implicitly within the predictive validity model.

Let:usexplare the matter of causality more fully through*

thause of a'concrete-example. Let:us consider a professienal-

football coach attempting to evaluateAhe rookies w7to:_haveAoined

the:team as a result af the oallege "draft." Sincethe:players

have all-came frem different schools, there are-great'differendes

18
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in the kind and quality of training that they have had. There-
fore the-coach cannot simply rely on how well they play their_
positions at present; they will undergo considerable change as
they learn the ropes over the next few months. What the coach
would like to know is-exactlY what their-athletic-ability is,
without reference to how well they have learned to play to date.
Suppose he decides to rely solely on the 40-yard dash as an in-
dicator of football ability, i.e., as a selection teat. It is
possible that he will then find that he is selecting a much larger
percentage of blacks than he had using his judgment of current
performance. Does this mean that the test discriminates unfairly
against whites? -That depends on the explanation for this outcome.
Consider what is required of the defensive lineman on a passing
play. His ability to reach the +quarterback before the ball is
thrown depends not only on the speed necessary to go around the
clfensive lineman opposing him, but also on his possessing suf-
ficient-arm strength tO throw the offensive lineman to one side
(defensive linemen can use their hands). Assume, for the sake
of this example, that blacks are faster, on the average, than
whites, but that there are no racial differences in upper 'body
strength. Since the 40...yard dash_represents_only speed, and makes
no measure of upper body strength, it cannot meet the requirements
of Darlington's definition. That is, the 40-yard dash taps only
the abilities on which there are racial differences and does not
assess those which show no such differences.

How does the 40-yard dash behave statistically? If speed
and upper body strength were the only factors in football ability
and_if performance on the 40-yard dash were a perfect index of
speed, then the correlattons wOuld satisfy r

Y
= 0. That is,

C-X

by Cleary's definition, the 40-yard dash would be an unbiased
test. Since r

Y
= 0, r cannot be zero and hen e, accord-C-a XC-Y

ing to-Darlington's definition, the_40-yard-dash is "culturally
unfair," i.e., biased against whites. (Since the number of white&
selected would-be'fewer than the Thorndikean quota, Thorndike too
would-call- the-test-biased0--If-the-coach-were-aware-that-upper
body strength was a key variable and were deliberately avoiding
the use of a measure of upper body strength in a multiple regres-
sion equation, then the charge that the coach was deliberately
selecting blacks would seem quite reasonable. But suppose that
the nature of the missing predictor (i.e., upper body strength)
was completely unknown. Would it then be fair to carge the coach
with using an_unfair test?



At th e point we should note a related issue raised by Linn

and Werts (l971). They too considered the case in which the cri-

t-e-rion is affected by more than one ability, one of whiCh -is- not

assessed by_the_test. If the test assessed.only verbal ability,

and the only racial differences were on verbal ability, then the

ituation would be like that described in the preceding paragraph:

the test would be fair by the Cleary definition but unfair ac-

cording to Darlington's definition No.3. However, if there are

also racial differences on the unmeasured ability, then the test

will not be fair by Cleary's definition. For example, if blacks

were also lower, on the average, in numerical ability, and numeri-

cal ability was not assessed by the entrance test, then the black

regression line and the test wattld-be unfair to whites by Cleary

definition.- According to Darlington's=7definition No.3,-on the

other hand, the verbal ability test would be fair if, and only-

the racial difference on the numerical test were of exactly the

same magnitude in standard score units.as the difference on the

verbal test. If the difference on the miasing ability were less

than the difference on the observed ability, then Darlington's

definition would label the test unfair to blacks,,while if the

difference on the missing ability were larger than the differenee

on the observed ability then the test would be unfair to whites.

Furthermore, if the two abilities being considered were not the
_

only causal factors in the determination of the criterion (e.g.,
--

f personality or financial difficulties ware also correlated),

--then these statements would no longer hold. Rather, the fairness

of the ability test under consideration would depend not only on

the size of racial differences on the unknown ability, but on the

size of racial differences on the other unknown causal factors as

well. That is, according to Darlington's definition No.3, the

fairness of a test cannot be related to the causal determinants

of the criterion until a perfect multiple regresaion equation on

known predictors has been achieved. Therefore, Darlington's defi-

nition can be ltatistically but not substantively evaluated in

real situations.

For_purposes of illustration, we now consider a simplified

theory of academic achievement in college. Suppose that the col-

-lege entrance test were in fact a perfect measure of academic

llity for high school seniors. Why is the validity not perfect?

Consider three men of average ability: Sam meets and marries Won-

der Woman. She scrubs the floor, earns 200 dollars a weekl and

worships the ground Sam walks on. Sam carries a B average. Bill

dates from time to time, gets hurt a little, turns off once twic



statistical definition thus 67es not fit his substantive assump-
tions im-this context - -unless one is willing to accept luck as
'an "ability" and treat it as any-other ability-would be-treated._ _

-- The problem with Darlington's-definition becomes even clearer
e alter slightly the example in the above paragraph. Suppose

h t the world became more benign and that the tendency for blacks
o have bad luck diaappeared. Then, making the same assumptions

as above (i.e., a perfect test and .our theory of academic achieve-
ment), the regression curves would be equal, and r__. = 0. Thus

YU X

according to Cleary's definition, the test would be unbiased against
either group. Darlington's definition No.3 would now label the
test as unfair to blacks. This last statement is particularly in-
teresting. In our theory of achievement we have assumed that ex-
actly the same ability lies at the base of performance on both the
test and later GRA. Yet it is not true in our example that rxc..y = 0.

Thus this example has shown that Darlington's substantive knter-
preta ion of rXCY does not hold with our additional assumption

-

(of a non-statistical nature), and hence his argument-as to' the
substantive justification of his definition is not logically valid.

We note in passing that our modified example poses a problem
for Cleary's definition as well as for Darlington's. If the dif-
ference between the regression lines were in fact produced by group
differences in luck, then would it be proper to label the test as
biased? -And if this model were correct, how many unqualified in-
dividualists would feel cmmfortable in using separate regression
lines so aa to take into account_the fact that blacks have a tougher
life (on the average) and hence make poorer GPA's, ability con-
stant? In the case of both definitions, this analysis points up
the necessity of substantive models and considerations. Statis-
tical analyses alone can obscure as much as they illuminate.

As mentioned earlier, Darlington's definition No.3 received
little-attention until a-novel-and persuasive-argument in its-fa-
vor was advanced by Cole (1973). Her argument was this: Consider
those applicants who would be "successful" if selected. Should
not such individuals have equal probability of 'being selected re-
gardless of racial or ethnic group membership? Under the assump-
tion of equal slopes and standard deviations for the two groups,
the answer to her question is in the affirmative only if the two



on girls who like him, and generally has the average umber of

ups and downs. Bill carries a C average. Joe meets and marries

Wanda the Witch. She lies around the house, continually nags
Joe about money,'and continually tells him that he is sexually

inadequate. As Joe spends more and more time at the local bar,

his grades drop to a D average and he is eventually throWn out

of school. In a nutshell, the theory of academic achievement
that we wish to consider is thia: achievement consists of ability

plus luck, where luck is a composite of money troubles, sexual
problems, automobile accidents, deaths in the family, and other

incidents in personal history. Luck in this sense is a random
variable but cannot be considered random error, since its effects

are stable over time. According to this theory, a difference be-

tween the black and white regression lines (over and above the
effect of test unreliability) indicates that blacks are more likely

to have bad luck than whites are. Before going on to statistical

questions, we note that because,we have assumed a perfect ability

test, there can be no missing ability in the following discussion.

And because we have assumed that non-ability differences are solely

determined by luck, the entity referred to as "motivation" is in

this model simply the concrete expression of Iliac in terms of overt

behavior. That is, in the present example, motivation is assumed

to be wholly-determined by luck and hence already included in the

regression equation.

Now let us consider the statistical interpretations of the

fairness of our hypothetical perfectly valid (with respect to abil-

ity) and perfectly reliable test. Since blacks are assumed to be

unlucky, as well as lower, on the average, in measured academic

ability, the racial difference in college achievement in this model

l be greater than that predicted by ability alone and hence the

regression lines of college performance onto ability Will not be

equal. Thus according to Cleary the test is biased against whites.

According to Thorndike the test is probably approximately fair

(perhaps slightly biased against blacks). According to Darling-

ton, the test could be either fair or unfair. If the racial-dif-

-ference on luck were about the same in magnitude as the racial
-difference-on_the_ability_test, then the test would be fair. But

if the racial difference on luck were less than the difference

on ability, then the test would be unfair to blacks. That is,

the Darlington assessment of the fairness of the test would not

depend on the validity of the test in assessing ability, but on

the relative harshness of the personal-economic factors determin-

ing the amount of luck accorded the two groups. Darlington's
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regression lines of test on criter on are the same and hence
r = 0). That is, Cole's definition is the same as Cleary'XC-Y

with the roles of the predictorand criterion reversed. However'
this similarity of:statement does not-imply compatibility7-just
the reverse. Ifthere are differences betWeen-theraces-on (ti-
ther test or'criterion, then the two definitions are compatible
only if the-_test)validity is-perfect. So the two definitions
are almost invariablY'in conflict.

Although Cole's argument sounds reasonable _and has a great
deal of intuitive appealit is_flawed by a hidden assumption.
Her definition assumes that differences between groups in proba-
bility of acCeptance given later success_if _selected are due to_
discrimination based on group membership. Suppose that-the 610
regression lines of criterion performanceas a function of the
test are equal (i."e.,--Tthe test is-fair by Cleary's definition).
If a black who would have been successful is rejected while a
white who fails is accepted, this need not imply discrimination.
The black would not be rejected because he is black, but because
he made a low score on the ability test. -That is, the black would
have been rejected because-his ability at theltime-of' the --,xedic-
tor test was indistinguishable from that of a group of other peo-
ple (of both races)-who on the average,,would.have-had law scores
on.the criterion.

To make this point more strongly, we note that according to
Cole's definition of a fair test, it is unethical to use a te'st
of less than perfect validity. To illustrate this, consider the
use of a valid ability test to predict academic achievement in
any one group, say whites, applying for university admission.- If
the university decides to take only the people in the top half of
the distribution of test scores, then parents of applicants in ifie
bottom half, acting under Cole's definition, might well file suit
charging discriminatory practice. According to Cole, an appli-
cant who would be successful if selected should have the same prob--
ability_of 'being selected.regardless of group membership.--That-is,--

_ among_the_applicants -who-would_have_been -successful had-they-been
lected, there are two groups. One group has a probability of

selection of 1.00 because their score on the entrance exam is higher
than the cut-off. The other group of potentially successful ap-
plicants has a selection probability of .00 because their exam score
is lower than the cut-off. According to Cole, we should ask= "Why
should a person Who would be successful be denied a college berth
merely because he had a low test score? After all it's success

23,
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that.counts, not test scores.0 .:-But the fact in that, ferAny ate---

tistical procedure thatAoealiot have- perfect:-validity, there muat

always:be:applicants who will be incorrectlY Predicted_tO have low

performance,:i.e.i'ithere:will alWays beAucCessful people Whooe

predictor_score_is_down:with:the generally:,:unsuceessfuleOpleitn..

stead Of up with:theig.enerally auccesefulPe9Ple'_(-and:vice:versa).-

In:that: sense,- anything less,.than:_a Perfect:test will al:Way.s.he

unfair" to the potentiall)v.high achieving:PeOple whO'were oVet-

'looked. ,Itcan'he aeen that lack Of Perfect validity functions T

in exactly the sameway as test unreliability, cliscussed earlier.

As noted ea lier in the case of Thorndike's defjnition, this

problem could be partly overcome in practice if restriCtions ar-

rived at by social consensus could be put on the defining of "bon

fide minority groups." But given the almost unlimited number of

potentially definable social groups, it is unlikely that social

or legal consensus could be reached ltmlting the application of

this definition to blacks,'Chicanos, American Indians, and a few

other groups.

Basically Cole has noted the same fact that Thorndike noted:

that in order for a test with less than perfect validitY to be

"fair" to individuals, the test must be "unfair" to groups. In

particular, in our example, the group of applicants who-aeore be-

low average on the test will have none of their members aeleeted

despite the fact that some of them would have shown successful per-

formance if selected. It is thus "unfair" to this group . However,

it is Pfair" to each individual, since each is selected or rejec-

ted based on the best possible estimate of his future Performance.

It is perhaps important to note that this is not a problem pro-

duced by the use of psychological tests; it is a probleM inherent

in selection decisions, _ocs 4 t-e-y and its institutions must make

selection decisions. They are unavoidable. Elimination of valid

psychological tests will usually mean their replacement With de-

vices or methods having less validity (e.g., the interview), thus

further increasing the "unfairness" to individuals or groups-

_

Darlin ton's Definition No.4 -
rite fourth concepr_of "test bias di-ieaSed hY Datlington-.(1971)

defines a test as fair only if O. Hence silt test whiCh_L___

any ethnic differences at all in:mean score
regardlesa of the magni udeof thegroup di
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sperformance. This COncep.t:of test fairness corresponds directly
to the,ethic of populationproportion-bLsed qUotas

A Fifth Defin tion of Test Fairness

After defining and discussing four different statistical mod-
els of test fairness, Darlington (1971) turned to the commonly oc-
curring prediction situation in which there is a difference fa-
voring whites on both the test and the criterion and the black re-
gression equation falls be3ow that for whites. This situation is
shown in Figure 3a. Noting that the use of separate regression
equations (or-the equivalent, use of a multiple regression equa-
tion with race-as a predictor), As required by Cleary's (1968) defi-
nition, would often admit or select only an extremely small per-
centage of blacksi Darlington introduced his concept of the "cul-
turally optimal" test. Under this concept, admissions officers'
at a university,- for example, are asked to consider two potential
graduating seniors, one white and the other black, and to indicate
how much higher the white's GPA would have to be before the two
candidates would be equally attractive. This number is symbolized
K and given a verbal label such as "racial adjustment coefficient."
Then in determining the fairness of the test, K is first subtrac-
ted from the actual criterion scores (CPA's) ofeach of the white
subjects. If these altered data satisfy Cleary's (1968) defini-
tion of a fair test the test is considered "culturally optimal."

Figure 3 illustrates the geometrical meaning of Darlington'
altered criterion. If the admissions officer chooses a value of
K which is equal to Y in Figure 3a, then the altered data will
appear as in Figure 3b, i.e., there will be a single common re-
gression line and the test as it stands will be "culturally opti-
mal." If, however, an overzealous admissions officer chooses a
value of K greater than Y, then the altered data will appear as
in Figure 3c, i.e., the test will be biased against blacks accord-
ing to Cleary's (1968) definition and will thus not be "culturally
optimal." Although Darlington is willing to tamper with crite-
rion scores, he does not allow for application of this process to
_predictor,scores, Thus if_the_situation_shown in_Figure 3b ob-
tains, it can be corrected only by (1) modifying the factcc-struc-
ture of the test in such a way that the data move to the ccLrifigu-
ration in Figure 3b or (2) abandoning the test and seeking another
which meets the requirements of Figure 3b. Similarly, should an
uncooperative admissions officer select K<A.Y, and thus produce
the situation,shown in Figure 3d the only remedies are changes
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Figure 3. Darlington!s (1971) method of altering the data
to define a neniturallTioptimal" test.



in the nature of the test or the introduction of an
test.

What is the end result of these complicated procedures? -From
a statistical point of view, subtracting a constant from the cri-
terion scores of whites is identical in its results to adding an
eqUivalent constaht -to brick -predi-etOf sdoriswithoUt-Chariging the
black prediction equation. Either procedure cen be used to alter
the prediction situation so as to create the impression of a sin-
gle regression line when in fact group intercer-,Jcs are different.
If a single regression line is then used in practice, race as a pre-
dictor of performance is ruled out. Thus this definition of Darl-
ington's corresponds, perhaps ironically, to qualified individual-
ism.

POSITIONS, STATISTICAL DEFINITIONS,

-:-frank L. Schmidt-.

---Personnel Research And DeveloOment-:Center
Civil ServiceCommission

-In-this-sectionf-we-briefly-relate-each-ethical-position-to-
its appropriate statistical operationalizations -and point out some
of the advantages and disadvantages of each ethical approach.

ed Individualimm: dels and:Problems

The remedies advanced for tests unfair by Cleary's (1968)
definition make clear that the Cleary approach is one of unquali-
fied individualism. The recommended use of separate regression
equations when these are not equal for all groups is cletlriy equiv-
alent to the use of race as a predictor of performance. It is
this requirement that race, sex, age, and other such predictors
must be employed when valid that would seem to create legal prob-
lems for unqualified individualism. The 1964 Civil Rights Act,
the_1972 Equal Employment Opportunity Act, and other such legis-
lation specifically forbid personnel decision-making based on these
variables. Ironically, the Cleary (1968) approach to test fair-
ness, with its required adjustments, is endorsed, recommended, and
_even required by the guidelines on employment testing pUblished
by both the D.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (1970) and



the Office of Federal Contract Compliance (1971). These guide-

linea:reqUire that, where valid, race be used as a predictor of

job success,.even though:the laws And executive orders on which

the guidelines are ostensibly based seem to be clear in forbid-

ding such use. There is no ready explanation for this apparent

contradiction.

There is another ethical imperative inhel:ent in unqualified

individualism which gives rise to potential problems--in this

case technical, rather than legal problems. Unqualified indi-

vidualism requires that one apply to each candidate that predic-

tion procedure that is most valid for him. Although it is tech-

nically impossible to develop separate procedures for each in-

dividual, it is often feasible to develop separate regression

equations for different groups, and in these cases the ethics of

unqualified individualism requires that this be done. This could

theoretically lead to the impossible task of constructing differ-

ent prediction equations for all definable eubpopulationa. It

is also important to note that each such equation must be maxi-

mally valid, because low predictability within any group, rela-

tive to other groups, leads to greatly reduced selection oppor-

tunities for members of that group, at least at the selection ra-

tios commonly in use(i.e., SR 4.50)

Consider, for example, the situation in which validity is

zero for one group. The predicted criterion score for everyone

in that group is then the same: the mean criterion score for

that group. Thus either everyone in that group is accepted or

everyone in the gro p is rejected. If that group is in fact high

homogeneous on the criterion, then this is perfectly reasonable.

But if the zero-validity group has the same degree of spread on

the criterion as other groups, then this lack of discrimination

poses ethical problems: either a great many poor prospects are

being admitted, or a great many excellent prospects are being

overlooked.

yortunately for the ethic of unqualified individualism, the

_search evidence strongly indicates that differential validity

by race is no more than a chance phenomenon (Echmidt, Berner, and

Hunter, 1973). The same may later be shown with respect to other

population subgroups, thus greatly reducing the scope of this prob-

lem. The problem would not thus be eliminated, however; although

-the same tests may be valid across P6pu1ationaubgroups, and re-

gression slopes may be equal, there is mdch researCh evidence

2 8



(Ruch, 1972; Stanley, 1971; Temp,-1971; Campbell, et al.i 197
that intercepts often differ significantly. Thus the task of test7
ing and adjusting for intercept differences remains.

Qualified Individualism: Model oblems

Of the statistical models of test fairness we have reviewed,
only Darlington's fifth definition, his "culturally optimal" test,
corresponds exactly to the ethic of qualified indtvidualism. It

should be added that, although this conclusion is certain,-it is
difficult to be certain in reading Darlington's (1971) article that
it is, in fact, what he initially intended. It should be noted
that this ethical position does not require that variables like
race, sex, religion, etc., not be statistically valid predictors
of future performance, but omly that, should they be valid, they
must not be used. Thus both tests that meet, and thuse that do
not meet, Cleary's (1968) requirements are defined as "fair"
long as a single regression is used, and, of course, the compli-
cated analysis recommended by Darlington (1971) to assure "cultural
optimality" is not required in practice. This position seems to _

come closest to that embodied in the various civil rights laws,

and, as such, might be expected to encounter few legal hazards.-
However, , as= noted- above-,--EHOC and-OFCC-employment-teating-guide-___
lines have apparently endorsed the Cleary (1968) approach to test
fairness and thus have adopted a position of unqualified individu-
alism. This apparent contradiction between the wording and in-
tent of the law and the Federal rules designed to enforce the law

is unexplained. It does, however, raise the possibility - however
remote - that employers and institutions adopttng a position of
qualified individualism could have charges of discrimination brought
against them.

Advocates of qualified individualism must face another, more
subtle but perhaps more real, problem. The ethical imperative
here requires that the prediction equation that has maximum valid-

ity for the entire population - without regard to group member-

ship - be identified and employed. But there is a difficulty in

doing this. SuppOse, for example, that for a certain city col-
lege the black regression line falls below the white regression
line, i.e., race is a valid predictor for that college. Although

use of race as a predictor is, of course, forbidden to the quali-
fied individualist, there may be alternative ways of increasing

2 9



the overall validity of the prediction equation that are equally
ob ecti6nable. For example, if race is a valid predictor, then
a properly coded version of the student's address may also be a
valid predictor and increase overall validity. This indirect in-
dicator of race would probably be detected and rejected, but a
more subtle cue might not be properly identified. The most sub-
tle problem is the one facing the test constructor: if the black
regression line falls below the white regression line, then the
introduction of items whose content is biased against blacks would
increase the overall validity of the test. If the separate re-
gression lines of the unqualified individualist are used, then
racially biased test material would have no effect on the selec-
tion of applicants._ But if_that-is-forbidden, then material bi-
ased against blacks would lower the black scores on the predic-
tor and hence make their scores using the white regression line
more accurate. That is, the introduction of material biased aga
blacks would reduce the overprediction of black performance and
hen'ce might raise the validity of a single regression line use o
the test.7

The problem in its general form, then, is that any m asured
variable which correlates with race, sex, religion, etc. (i.e.,
showm group differences) can be considered to be an indirect (and
imperfect) indicator of group membership. Since he is forbidden
to-use-group-membership-itself-as-a-predictor-even= if valid,
the qualified individualist may be tempted to substitute indirect
indicators of group membership that may be "unfair." How can he
decide whether a given race-correlated predictor is "fair" or "un-
fair"? This question can be answered, although all answers in-
volve some element of judgment. The first criterion on which this
judgment can be based is the apparent "intrinsicalness" of the re-
lationship between the predictor and performance. If the predic-
tor is a job sample test (e.g., a typing test) assessing the skills
actually required on the job, there is little doubt that the re-
lation is intrinsic. Scores on a written achievement test could
also easily'pass this test, as would a face-valid aptitude teat.
Scores on a weighted biographical information inventory, on the
other hand, would be allowed only if they were able to meet the
second, less subjective standard: validity coefficients large
enough to be practically_aignificant for both groups separately.
A predictor which is valid onl.L by virtue of its correlation wit---
ace will show no within-group validity.

us the qualified Individualist's answer to the question
posed in the example above is that if the material to be added

30



to the test appears to have an intrinsic relation to perform-
ance and if it ncreases both within-group validities i

ethically admisble. It is not "biased" against blacks as black
but merely against applicants (of whatever race) who are less
capable of performing well on the criterion. The fact that the
proportion in the low skill group is greater for blacks than
for whites is an ethically irrelevant fact. If it is ethically
permissible to employ a test which shows racial differences,
then it must follow that it is ethically permissible to improve
the validity of the test within the rules described above. In
fact, many qualified individualists would probably require only
that the added material meet one of the two criteria. If the
material is intrinsically related to job performance, one need
not demonstrate significant within-group validities, and vice
versa.

While the preceding distinctions are regarded as crucial
among qualified individualists, they receive short shrift from
those committed to other ethical positions. For one whose ethi-
cal position is that of population-based quotas, any predictor
or test material showing racial differences is ipso facto unfair.
The correlation between test and race is greater than zero and-
its use will produce selection ratios different from population
percentages._ To.the unqualified individualist, any variable which
shows a statistically reliable correlation with performance-- re-
gardless of within-group validities or content --is fair and there
is a positive ethical obligation to employ it.

The Quota Ethic: Models and Problems

Only Darlington's definition No. 4, which requires the c
plete absence of racial or ethnic differences (i.e. r = 0)

CX

corresponds-to the ethical position oi population-based quo

_ quotas can be set on bases other than population percentages.

Darlington's definition No., 3 offers one such basis,- and Thorndike
(1971) model of test fairness (i.e.

/
r r-

y_
) sets selection quotasCX C_

for-populatkon subgroups based on past performance of each group as a
whole. Thus, the individual inclined toward-a quota ethic may choose
any of these definitions, depending on'how far he chooses to carry
the quota-concept; Thorndike's (1971) model represents-the-smallest
departure from the concept of individual merit,_and,population-based

_-.quotaa;- the_greatest. 8



As with unqualified individualism, the ethic of quotas is

potentially susceptible to legal problems. It is based on the

legally uneertain proposition that ethnic and social groups as

such, as well as individuals, have constitutional and legal rights.

Our legal and governmental system, on the other hand, is largely

built around the idea of individual rights. If only individuals

have rights, then all quota-based systems, in varying degree, are

unconstitutional, since they require that decisions on the basis

of individual qualities and qualifications must be sacrificed to

the attainment of the proper group ratios--which, in turn, are

based on the idea of group, rather than individual, rights. (Ironi-

cally, quota-based systems may be illegal for the same fundamental

reason that unqualified individualism is: both ethical system re-

quire decisions to be made, at least to some extent, directly on

the basis of group membership.) A recent case which would per-

haps have done much to clarify this issue was sidestepped by the

U.S. Supreme Court (Defunis vs. Odegaard). But there are many

such "reverse discrimination" suits pending in the courts, and

the legal issue will almost certainly be addressed by the Supreme

Court in the future.

The second major problem characterizin quota-based ethical

systems is that the criterion performance of selectees as a whole
can-be-expected-to_be-considerably_lower than under unqualified

or even qualified individualism (Hunter, Schmidt, and Raushenberger,

in press). In college selection, for exawple, the poorrisk blacks

who are admitted by a quota-are much more likely to fail. Thus in

situations where low criterion performance carries a considerable

penalty, being selected on the basis of quotas is a mixed blessing.

Second, -there is the-effect on the-institution. The greater_the

divergence between the quotas and the selection percentages based

on actual expected performance; the greater the difference'in mean

,performance -in those selected. If lowered performance is-met by
,

indreased rates of expulsion or firing; the quotas are undone and

there_is considerable anguish for those selected.who did not_ suc-

ceed. Furthermore, the public image of the institution may suf-_-

fer as a result of the high rate of-expulsion. Ch.i the other hand,

if_the institution tries _to adjust to the candidates selected, there

may.be-great Cost and inefficiency (Hunter, Schmidt, and Baushen-,

-berger,,in press)-. In the Case of academic institutions, quotas
inevitably lower -the,average performance of.graduates-and hence

the prestige rating of the schooh Similar considerations apply

:in the case of the employment setting, but here the direct and im-

-mediate impact on individual welfare is often greater. For example,
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assuming valid selection tests and other instruments, air tr f-

fic controllers hired under any of the quota systems rather than

under the Cleary model would be more likely to make the kinds of

errors that can lead to air disasters. Truck drivers selected

under a quota system would be more likely to be involved in acci-

dents on the road. Thus in the employment setting differences
between the various models of fairness often translate not only

into economic loss but also into the most precious of all commodi-

ties, human lives.

A final, and less momentous, considerat on in the case of

quota-based ethical systems concerns methods of selection to be

used within groups once group quotas have been set. Mbst advo-

cates of quota-based systems would probably involve individual-

ism at this point, selecting those within each group with the

highest predicted performance. -This resort to individualism within

groups, rather than random selection, mitigates somewhat the nega-

tive impact of the quota system on selectee performance. It also

makes clear the underlying ethical assumptions of this approach;

(1) ethnic groups 221. se have legal rights and, these rights over-

ride those of individuals where there is a conflict, and (2) the

individual's right to be considered on the basis of his qualifi-

cations should be recognized when it does not conflict with group

rights (i.e., within ethnic groups).

Ethical Systems, Statistical dels,

Individual Merit, and Social Goals

The ethical systems and statistical models of.decision fair-

ness reviewed in this paper may be scaled along a dimension that

might be called "emphasis on individual merit." The systems and

models at the high end of this continuum are based on the assump-

tion that the right of the individual to be considered on the basis

of his qualifications and expected performance is paramount. Those

-at the low end assume that the rights of groups, and social goals

and considerations in general, take precedence over individual

rights whenever there is a conflict. The ordering of the models

and systems along this continuum is as follows: (1) Cleary's (1968)

approach, corresponding to unqualified individualism; (2) Darlington's

(1971) "culturally optimal" test (i.e., his fifth definition), cor-

responding to qualified individualism; (3) Thorndike's (1971) limi-

ted quota model; (4) the more extreme quota model represented by
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Darlington's (1971) definition No.3 and Cole's 1973) definit on;
and (5) Darlington's (1971) definition No.4, corresponding to a
population-hased quota system. Selection tests currently used in
employment and education tend to fall somewhere between the Cleary
and Thorndike models (Schmidt ane Hunter, 1974; Linn, 1973; Campbelli

al., 1973), that is, in the general region of qualified indi- _

vidualism. Unqualified individualists must conclude that tests
are often slightly biased against the majority group, while to Thorn-
dikeans they are somewhat unfair to the minority group. Those who
adhere to Darlington's definition No.3 or to the ethic of popula-
tion-based quotas must feel that current tests are markedly unfair
to minority groups. The qualified individualist, of course, con-
cludes that most currently used tests are probably reasonably close
to being fair to all groups.

Which of these definitions will ultimately prove most accept-
able - legally, socially, and ethically - to the American people?
The answer is not yet known or knowable, but it is certain to de-
pend on at least three important factors: (1) the strength of
the cammitment of the general public to the idea of individual
merit, (2) public support of the national commitment to increased
minority income, educational, and occupational levels, and (3)
perhaps most importantly, the coming court rulings on the deli-
cate iRsue of individual rights versus group rights and social
goals.-- Under these circumstances, and given the inherent subjec-
tivity of decisions in this area, it would be highly inappropriate
for us to urge any one of these ethical positions or statistical
models on psychology as a whole. But it is our hope that, by ex-
plicating the important differences among the various options,
this paper will contribute to the making of informed, ihtelligent
decisions.
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This appendix contains the mathematidal calculat on of the
expcte&achievement level of the group,that would be selected
by the full appliCation of Thorndike7s criterion, i.e.,. a:.group,
selectedso that for eachtest score x, the number of people se-
lected is .P-rbportionaltothe probability:thAtpersons_at that
test level would In fact be 7successful". The definition.of "suc-
cessful" usedilelow is:"performance above average On the crite-
riont% That is, the calculations done blow abstime a base rate
of .50. The selection ratio assumed is also .50.

For simplicity, both test and performance have been assumed-
to be measured in standard scores. The symbol 0(x) is-the stand-
ard notmaldensity-function and the symbol-0(x) is thestandarf;L
_normal cumulativedistribution functien.,_ The symbol A7wIll be

-.used for "aecepted":-(or selected-fotadmission)-.

If,the driterion of success is thetop:-50 percent, then:in-
terms Of standat(I_sdores-, the sUcc-ess'criterion
the conditional probability of being iEEtd-is "-

-P(AIX) = P{Y>01X}

he number selected at each tes
selection ratio will be



-The distribution of the test score among those selected is

NAix) .P(X)
(x) 2

A P(A)

r

2
1-r

Since X And Y are In standard score form, the regression of Y pn
_

X is given by

E(Y1X) = rx

Thus the mean criterion score among those selected

E(Y) = E(E{Y1X})

20( - x
2

1-r

This:is not an easy integral-to calculate, and the calculation:

below will thus be brokeninto five steps. :First to simplify

the algebra, we will introduce the parameter a-by the definition

1-r

In particular, if r = .6 then

.6

.8

The formula for mean criterIon per
can-then be written

o--ance among those selected

2r O(ax) 0(x) dx

we apply the method of on by_ par s:





Step 4 Thus, we can finally calculate the main integral:

1

dx =
2n 2n 1 ÷ a

Since a was def ned to be

we haye

1-r

r2

1

r

Stu 5 Finally we can use the m ai Iigra. to calculate the ex-
_pected achievement level:

E(Y) = 2r Inter's1 = 2r 1--

2
-274. 1 4. a..

fprmula yields Y = .288



1. This-phenomenon would account for perhaps half of the magnitude
of overprediction of black'college grade point average-found,in-the
-literature. In standard score units, the difference in intercepts
due- to .unreliability is ta. =- (1-rxx) (PW-Ia) .where rxx-is the teat-
reliability andpw -1.1B is: the white - black mean difference'on the
,criterion_(about_one_S.D.).___For,,xxx,=__.80,,_this_would,be-only-.2 S.D.
whereas in the data reported in_Linn,(1973), the overirediction is
about .37 S.D.

_2. The reader may wonder why we show So Much concern with the reit--
ability oUthe,test::and no concern witk,the reliability of the Crim

Actuclly despite_its large-effect onthe_validity coefficient,
---no amount of unreliability in:the criterion has any effect on the re-
:-gression linerd 'criterion on predictor. _Let-the true score-equations
for X ancUT be X m T A- el-and Y = IV+ e2:and jet the regression-true_ - _

scora_equation be I.V=ra-Pfil.Then the observed regression-Aine Will
nOt haVe:the-same'coefficients. Let the observed regression-line-be_
Y--_aX4.1):. The ,slope,of the observed_regression-line:will be

That , the slope of the observed regre pion line is the slope of the:
true score regression line multiplied by the reliability of X. -How-
ever,:note that the slope of the observed regressiony1ine_is-compietely
independent of the reliability of:Y. The intercept of the_observed-
regression line is given by:

rXX--a p

:Thus the:interceptjsalso affected by the reliab lity Cif,X, but is-
.

completely:independent of the reliability of we have equal slopes
on'the true score regression equations and::equal within=groupstest
reliability, any differences'in the regression lines will be-equal to

39*



the difference between the intercepts and hence independents of ryy.

In the case where the true score regression lines are the same, the

difference between the observed regression lines is

Wbile on the topic of reliability, we should note that as the re-

liability approaches .00, the test becomes a random selection device

and is hence utterly reprehensible to an individualist of either stripe.

On the other hand a totally unreliable test would select blacks in

proportion to population quotas. Ironically, the argument that tests

are biased against blacks because they are unreliable is not only false,

it is exactly opposite to the truth.

4. What Thorndike has rediscovered has long been known to biologists:

Bayes' law is cruel. For example, if one of two equally reproductive

species has a probability of .49 for survival to reproduce and the

other species is .50, then ultimately the first species will be extinct.

Maximization in probabilistic situations is usually much more extreme

than most individuals expect (Edwards and Phillips, 1964).

5. Since the groups have equal standard deviations on both predictor

and criterion, assume for algebraic simplicity that the variables have

been scaled so that all within group standard deviations are unity.

This-means-that-deviation-scores-are-standard-scoresSuppose_that_the.
selecticr, ratio for whites has beeR determined. Then there is a cvre-

sponding standard score on Y say Y such that the standard score Y Yw

would cut off that percentage of whites. To select that same percentage

of whites, there is a predictor score on the test, Xw, such that

* --
Xw Xw =

f the multiple regres on equation is

then the multiple regression cutoff score is

+ + y

W + a.7w



,

Slime multiple.regression always matches the group" means perfectiy,

-= a 71.,7 + + y

and hence

.*
Y -et (Xw

The predictor cutoff score for blacks .is determined by

^_lc-

Y
*

=a (XB XB + XB) + y

(XB - TCB) +

- Since multiple regressibn matches means

YB =ct XB +Y

and hence the black piedic or cutoff satis ies

XB XB) + YB

Thorndiket s quota for blacks is obtained if the standard score for the
predictor cutoff is the same as the standard score for the criterion
cutoff, i e.,

Now we have I i- general

Thus Thorndike

a (Y

qtiotas , obtain. Only

This is only true only if

a(Yw-
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Thus,Thorndike's quotas are obta ned only if one of two things is
true either . 1 or both sides are zero, i.e., either r = 1.00
or Yw YB ='0.

Since the variables were all scaled to have equal within group
standard deviations, the regression weight is in fact the within
group predictor-criterion correlation. Thus 1 means that the
test has perfect validity.

The equation Yw - YB = 0 is equivalent to Yw = YB i.e., no
group difference on the criterion and hence rcy - 0.

6. Darlington's error was a subtle one. He assumedthat rcy.c = 0
when in fact rcy.c = which is undefined.

-

_7. This argument, of coUrse,- assumes that tWnewly_added bia ed
material has no detrimental effect on-the within-group'validities.
We-return to this consideration later.

B. Degrer. of departure from the concept of individual merit is directly _

related to loss of selection utility occasioned by use of the fairness
model (Hunter, Schmidt, and,Rausheuberger,-in press).

9. On March 11, 1975, Federal Judge Spencer Williams, Unites States
District Court, Northern District of California ruled in Cortez vs.
Rosen that the Cleary model is the "only one which-is historically,
legally, and logically required". This ruling Which.sustained the use
of a police examination shown to meet Cleary model requirements, is the
first to address the question of the relative-legal merits of alterna-

-.
tive fairness models.
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